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ABSTRACT
C. Smith's "read a book in 'an hou4." procedure for the

development of listeing and reading comprehension and B. Beyer's.
"hamburger writing" procedure for the development of composition,
skills formed the basis of a teaching technique that provided

.
students with problem solving talks, a procedure for riting
dOmpositions, and exposure to a classiC adolescent novel within a
limited time. The technique was used with 22 seventh and-eightligrade
studehts'enTr.olled in a summer. .ent.ichment program thataasted only
four weeks..The technique was used in conjunction_with.the novels
"The Day No-Pigs Would Die," by R.,11. Peck. The teacher introduced
the novel by reading the title,. showing-the book cover, and sharing
her impressions of the work. She next read the first chapter,. aloud
and conducted a class. discussion about 'the main idea,' :setting',
Supporting details, characters, and conflicts. Eleven chapters were
Assigned for silent, reading" by T.:Oups composed. of two students each,
with the teacher reading the,newt Chapter aloud, and all of the
students reading the Concluding two chhpters silently. Next, the
groups shared their synopses. of each chapter as.the_classdiscussed
them. The teacher then introduced-Ithamburger writing" (in which.
paragraph parts are identified with parts of a hamburger) an0
students wrote two-paragraph compositions using the technique. Both
the teacher and the students favorably evaldated the technique.
(FL)..
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Adolescent Lit ture as :A V&-irT1-,... for

Devalarying Comprellion aneLtompacim Skills

Judy S. Richa=i-son.

EntroductIon

This paper describes a tinue for colmianing the effantime..p.ronesqi7g

Listening,' reading and writing .e.,:traimees.-*ITaam adolescea=.11terature in ,/

of

middle grades classroom. Some stgnif5=mn= Tubalc2tEms .75out that comprehensiuz:

process were connected with two descriptic. -for gilding listenimg, reading ari

-..7ri=ing activities and then applied prazta.:4x=es pace the t..?_:-2b-

nique. The participating teacher and .a...i.vztuat=.1 the ted=Aqiue as sr

'111. in-promoting comprehension. Succesf v;zaso)-volia..-ctizd by cm.,me-alysis of=1.1e.

fin711 composition content.

Him:view of the Literature

A brief review of the literature inEaralgs tkat vud compralenders assirni

.2...ate and accommodate, as they comprehend i(Eameson effiellethstson, 19771a: Good readers

e morallexible in'applying.strategies-wharat aleir comprehension and more

flartegrated in their approach to comprehensLm-- 1976).. Through a protocall

=alysis of reading strategies, Olshaysky /(1977' ac7aE2vili4d that factors affecting

comprehension are interest, reading proficien.r7, aucaor's writing style. These

studies support the psycholinguistic position that:nailing is a problem solving

Torocess. Steig.(1979), in reviewing several stud+P5 of =omprehension, notes

Iiic differences between good and poor comprehemammmE. When readers do not s.

clearly understand the problem solving process, Tadireomprehension is limited

fro= when they can decode the words (Smith, 1967)-

\\\
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.. Cunningham (1975)han.demonrtrated how a teacher can guide children's compre-

hemsion using a directed listening activity which is then transferred to a

parallel reading.nctivity. The steps include: setting a prupose for listening;

reading a selection to students; simulating the comprehension task which will be

raquired Of students after their reading; assigning children to.rea4 having

children complete the mask as already demonstrated; conducting discussion. Smith

and Bean (1980) explain how zOntent area teachers can integrate readingand writ-
,

ing using guided writing procedure which "encompasses the four communication

artswith a focus on the essential skill of writing." (p. 293). These two guides

facilitate the development of comprehension and composition bj providing clehr

directions about the tasks.

Objectives

Middle and secondary grade students, in EngliSh and reading classes are often

required-to read and then to demonstrate their reading comprehension by writing
.)-

activities such as book reports. Yet,. Many students do not understand how to

process their reading and writing to produce effective reports. In this class-

room application, two prOcedures'were employed to facilitate guided comprehension.

'The major. objectives were to provide students with clear tasks for problem solving,

a procedure for writing-compositions, and exposure to a clasSic adolescent novel

within a limited time. "Read a book in an hour" (Smith, 1979) was the main pro-

cedure for the development of'listening and reading comprehension, "Hamburger

writing" (Beyer, :1977) was the procedure for the development Of composition.

The Setting

The participants in the classroom technique were twenty-two seventh and eighth

graders enrolled in suburban middle school summer enrichment program. Since

the program was only for
weeks long, five mornings a:week, and inclUded students

from several schools, both\ time and diagnostic information were limited. Students

4
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showed little interest in reading and said thdy had problems writing about what,

they read. The teacher introduced the technique as a possible solution. She

suggested that the writing hint might be useful iritheir cla&swork next year as

well.

Procedures

The novel selected was A Day No Pigs Would Die, which has high appeal to

adolescents and contains short, action- packed chapters;.- The theme is mature but

theWri iting.styles fairly simple.

As the first step in the lesson,- the teacher introduced the novel' by reading

the tirle, shoWing the claSs the book cover, and sharing how impressed and Moved

by the book she had been. (She did Mention thatthe book contained some "strong"

parts and "raw" language, whiCh were not for emulation but necessary to depict

this story setting.) She asked students to generate expectations about the book ,

content .anci.,to share any experiences .they had which might be relevant to these

expectations.

The second step was to read aloud to the class the first - chapter. -A whole

class discussion of their predictions followed. Chapter content was

orally by identifying each of the following elements:

Major Supporting
Setting, Main Idea Details

Field trying to
help cow
give birth

teased by school-
mates; got &tick-
ers in backside

Major Characters

Robert Peck
Edward Thatcher
cow/calf

di cussed

Conflicts

Edward making
fun; cow be-
ing born

Next, chapters two through twelve Were assigned for silent reading by.groups of.

two students. 'Chapter thirteenwas-assigned co a teacher; fourteen and fifteen.
90

were tO be read by all participants after the_sharing of two-thirteen. Each group

to read to identify the elements used during the listening portion of the

in the small groups after, chapter reading was lively. All

was

lesson. The discussion



students Understood th_L_ task, itthough m fLuwpcpsoups required .72r,sisCance to_idertify'

Some elements, such as 7=onflict-.. In.sut:T=asas, the teacher guided their re-rzlading

of passages and,encouri students 1-.2. ='-';':rL- aloud after the-re7...reading-; this

gaidance was similar to ,C-1.:Thaysk5---s us A: 177.at

On the sedond day of r'--1-P_1essam-.. -74r:4 ik'clared their synoyges of chapter by

writing the identified elnments or :thy they described mach chapter.

As the fifth step, al -tudents c,z.,:car fourteen and'Elteen. The stu-

dents then talked about tb.1*..ir re.saton book and to this manner of reading

a book.

Sixth, "hamburger wri -7-,"wass tntr-mud by using a colorful. poster of a'

hamburger and identifying: the t1.4, ro topic sentence, the bottom roll as

wrap up, the hamburger as the "m of t::.-aparagraph, and the-condiments as the

z

details and examples. Tcr--Frther thITA_ class identified the hamburger parts of this

N

paragraph:

top. roll . . .E.,chac:1 skipped school;.
ketsup, a.?:. told in he was going to do it.
lettuce. .... . 1F,aron sa;phim outside playing-.
meat . .-. . , ....,..d . Pi got caught: by the principal.,
bottom roll . . . . . Thalprincipallcalled his parents.

..0

Seventh, students were 8ked tp write accompositionusing.two hamburger patn-

graphs, describing A Da.- Pits, Would Die. Some guiding questions were pro ded

if they elected to use-th===...;

paragraph 1 - Respii.torthe activity .of reading a book in an hour.
Did the .activity? What did you like best or
least? Did it make_You want to read the book?

a
r

,,
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paragraph 2 - Desc-Hba-:out personal reaction to the book. Did you enjoy.
it? Why/Why not? Did it hEve special meaning to you?

Evaluation

This lesson w.s.nokintended to be research oriented;° it was an application of
4,

professional literature to_classroom experience. Therefore, evaluation was con



ducted_Et±ormally by assessing the reactions of !teacher and students, and by

analyiima7 the compositions for use of hamburger-717aragraphs and for indications of

comprehumLsion.

TWPrr-77-Ts40ents were present tQ) zomplete the_cumposition. Tabulations indicate
o

that'eliteen of twenty studentsz7Dplied7the'hurger paragraphs;. two simply

listed santements. Seventepn sty;r1=71-9 demonstrated z.mmprehension.of the novel

by providing a theme state- -7. .example fry tbOok; three wrote such:

general comments that it -w.77: (10 ._.possible to deta..- comprehension. Sixteen

students eXpressedlavorah:Le ations to the less-La; four were unfavorable, as

demonstrated in the senIFLi co- -ents below. Eighteen students. expressed

favorable reactions to th: .7.2.e did not carer the book (see comments)

and one expressed no opinL-,--m. Pthough only three 7ornings of class remained

when this: activity was cor,ieted, the teacher rep. ted that five students read

the complete book during -1-5 at time.

Three compositions aproducecyg draV-iet) to -i-Itustrate the lesson more fully:

Tony:

I liked this activity because we could tell you what we thought
the main ideas was and we could explain whatwe read, I would like to
do it again.

This activity 144-s fun and interesting because'Mr. Peck said that he
would -'never again put a weasle in with.a dog. Robert said that no pig
would rip on this day. I liked what Robert said because he let no pig
die vu this day because his father died.

Anthony:

A Day No Pigs Would Die

I did not,like the activity because it did not have more action, If
I could had read the.book I would have enjoy it. But the activity did
make me want to read the book.

I enjoy the boOk because &t have more action I would like readthe whole
book to get a good understand.



Ka tilleen:

I liked this activity because we learned about a new book. The
way we did it everyone could learn-.about a book at the same time.
The book made me want to read' It. Iliked the part about each per-
son reading a chapter. I just loved the adtivity.

I would love to read the'book. The part about when he got
stickers in his privates was my IMNorfte. I also liked;the part
mbouE the pervert. I juSt hopm_Ilzet.t9o.rea& the whole book myself-.

Selected comments are includedto. demonstrate varying reactions to the .--,:ttivity

and to the -book:

If I had read the book by myself, I wouldn't have finished it.
I really liked the book. I wouldn't'mind reading it.
I did not like the way we did_ the activity. I would prefer to

:read the whole book myself.
.

I wouldn't really want to read the book because it was.sad and
' I don't like to read sad books.

The teacherwas exremely pleased 'with the results. She felt that she had. mt6kined.

greater success' than. in.- other situations where she had assigned reading .and writing

activities. She has since used this lesson again with even gredter satisfaction.

In the future, classroom research could be conducted to test the significance

of this techniqUe more objectively. Redults of an assignment in which students

--have,read:ra novel and then Written a compositionCould be Compared to results -after,

read-abook-in7an-hour and hamburger writing have occurred. In that way, the

.effects of guiding'comprehension throUgh listening to reading to writing activities,

.encouraging employment of.effective cOmprehension strategies,' he measured,_ -
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